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ONE SOLUTION TO FULFILL ALL YOUR
SUPPLY CHAIN EXECUTION NEEDS
If you’re still relying on manual or paper-based processes, or you’ve just outgrown your current system’s  
functionality, you’ve come to the right place. FASCOR’s warehouse management system (WMS) can help you 
gain control of your warehousing and distribution processes quickly, without spending a fortune.

Our flagship WMS can help improve virtually every area of your supply chain operation by increasing  
productivity, improving margins and enhancing overall customer satisfaction. FASCOR systems have gained 
client and industry recognition for our ability to deliver on expectations by providing mission critical supply 
chain solutions that are easy to use, fast to implement and provide exceptional ROI. 

THE FASCOR DIFFERENCE
Built over 35 years of experience, FASCOR WMS addresses the vast majority of requirements most clients have 
right out of the box. FASCOR is committed to working with our clients. We listen to your needs and feedback 
to ensure our products do what you need them to. As we do this, we never lose sight of maintaining our 
commitment to developing products that will be solid, long-term solutions that are easy to maintain and even 
easier to use. 



FASCOR WMS takes the chaos out of day-to-day operations by enabling faster processing of orders, providing 
real-time visibility and empowering the efficiency needed to streamline your end-to-end processes and ultimately 
control your total cost to deliver.

FASCOR WMS offers an industry-leading, feature-rich set of warehouse operational capabilities and functionalities 
to deliver state-of-the-art inventory control, improved material flow and maximized throughput for companies 
of all sizes, enhancing personnel productivity, resource scheduling and customer service. FASCOR WMS is a fully 
integrated supply chain execution solution with tier-1 functionality that can fulfill all your warehousing needs to 
empower a flawless supply chain execution from dock door to front door.  

“ FASCOR has provided us with the 
solutions we need for 20 Years”

Tim Herbert - Distribution Manager
Bryan Equipment Sales

 Accelerate Productivity

 Access Information in Real-Time

 Integrate Operations into
   ERP Systems

 Gain Control of All 
   Warehousing Functions

 Automate Order Fulfillment

 Eliminate Paper-Based Processes
 Reduce Downtime & Errors

 Accurately Control &  
   Manage Inventory

 Deliver the Right Product, On Time 
    the First Time

 Improve Profitability

DELIVERING 
RESULTS



FASCOR supply chain execution solutions are engineered to evolve and scale with you, adapting to support future 
growth and expansion of facilities and systems. In fact, many of our clients have relied on FASCOR over 20 years to 
solve their warehousing and distribution challenges.

Our flexible yet structured modular system architecture is what makes all the difference. Using today’s state-of the-art 
development technologies including wireless mobile options, FASCOR WMS operates seamlessly on
Microsoft Windows’ family of operating systems. Utilizing Microsoft SQL Server for our database ensures a
powerful, reliable and secure platform for all users. 

ERP & SYSTEM AGNOSTIC
FASCOR’s robust integration module encompasses over 100  
standard transactions for communicating withexternal systems. 
This enables FASCOR WMS to be system agnostic and allows 
seamless integration to a variety of host and external systems. 
From homegrown, existing or future ERP – FASCOR can adapt to 
whatever system you choose.

FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS
On-Prem or Hosted solutions are available to fit whatever your IT 
situation is, now and in the future.

FULL SCALABILITY
From 5 users to hundreds or one site to multi-site, FASCOR’s flexible system foundation allows for expansion while also 
delivering the ability to pivot quickly to changes in business objectives, vendor considerations and changing customer 
requirements.

SQL SERVER POWER
Our robust SQL Server Database allows us to configure our system to fit your business logic without expensive custom 
source code modifications. This means lower total cost of ownership over time, faster implementation and less risk for you.

AUTOMATED DATA CAPTURE
Data for each warehouse activity is automatically captured and stored by the FASCOR system and maintained for  
management reporting. The amount of data entry required by an operator is minimized throughout all FASCOR modules 
saving time, reducing manual errors and improving accuracy.

AUTOMATION & HARDWARE READY
FASCOR WMS comes integration ready for a variety of material handling equipment including Sorters, AS/RS Carousels, 
Conveyors, Pick-to-Light, Silo Packaging Systems and many more.

CUSTOMIZED LABELING & DOCUMENTATION
FASCOR WMS has a robust print engine that is highly-configurable to meet the unique requirements of every one of your 
customers. From UCC/EAN/GS-128 to virtually any label or documentation required, FASCOR has the capability to  
generate whatever you need.

VOICE & MOBILE DEVICE COMPATIBLE
FASCOR WMS is designed to run on any mobile device that supports Android, Windows or IOS. Our WMS can utilize a 
variety of hand-held and PC technologies from vendors like Zebra, Honeywell and others. Voice-based picking technology 
is fully supported including VoCollect’s industry-leading speech recognition technology. 

ENGINEERED TO ADAPT,  
GROW & SCALE



Today’s demanding business environment is putting tremendous pressure on companies in the distribution and manufacturing 
sectors. Remaining competitive requires people, processes and proven technology solutions that are field-tested and  
feature-rich in functionality.

EASY TO USE & QUICK TO LEARN
We’ve always made it a priority to deliver software solutions that are designed with the end-users in mind. If a system is too 
complicated, people won’t use it. That’s why we’ve designed our applications with intuitive UIs that are easy to navigate and 
even easier to customize. One of the things you will consistently hear from our clients is how easy the system is to use and how 
quickly new employees can be on-boarded. Training that  used to take up to 2 months with other systems can now be done in 
under a week with FASCOR WMS. This means faster time to value for everyone involved.

LABOR MANAGEMENT
Labor is a huge pain-point in today’s distribution environment, from finding skilled labor to retaining your best assets. FASCOR 
WMS delivers a wealth of labor utilization information down to the individual worker level via WebTools. All transactions in 
WMS are time stamped by user and equipment type to provide a complete historical record and audit trail of all activity. With 
real-time visibility into labor utilization data, supervisors can make sound decisions about resource allocation including when 
corrective actions are needed and where incentives or rewards should be used.

ADVANCED CARTONIZATION LOGIC
Huge opportunities exists for many customers to leverage their product’s dimensional data to take full advantage of  
every inch of warehouse space. Organizations must make better decisions about how outgoing orders are boxed as selecting 
the wrong box or carton size dramatically affects shipping and material costs. With FASCOR WMS Advanced Cartonization 
logic, dimensional information about every product is managed within the WMS SKU Master. This allows FASCOR to consider 
item volume, dimension and multi-axis orientation, across single and multi-item orders. FASCOR also factors in business rules 
such as available carton sizes, packing materials and other characteristics to calculate the optimal number of boxes, box size 
and even what goes into each carton. This logic is applied before the pick even begins, so users can directly pick-to-carton and 
immediately generate vendor and carrier compliant shipping labels for a more efficient fulfillment process. By eliminating the 
need for manual pack stations, users reduce the number of touches on outbound orders and significantly increase throughput, 
while often reducing total number of outbound boxes per order by 10-15%.

SMALL PARCEL & LTL EXECUTION
FASCOR WMS also includes a carrier-certified, small parcel and LTL module for rate-shopping, carrier routing, manifesting, 
generating carrier compliant labeling and transmitting end-of-day EDI to FedEx, UPS, USPS and most LTL carriers. Fully  
integrating shipping operations within our WMS as an off-the-shelf module enables additional functionality that others aren’t 
able to provide without additional licenses including SKU Picking,  
Pick-to-Box, Least-cost Carrier Selection, Advanced Cartonization, 
Cube Optimization and much more. 

REAL-TIME VISBILITY & DYNAMIC 
DASHBOARDS VIA WEBTOOLSTM

FASCOR’s dynamic dashboards offer state-of-the-art  
business intelligence capabilities in real-time. Easily  
configured to each user’s needs, accessed from  
anywhere, these real-time, web-based dashboard and 
reports are fully-customizable to user-specific roles, 
allowing everyone from management to the shop 
floor to focus on the metrics that matter to them. 

FEATURED 
HIGHLIGHTS



THE BOTTOM LINE
FASCOR WMS can improve your business operations wherever you’re at in the journey. FASCOR WMS has helped
hundreds of businesses to grow, meet new demands, provide better customer service, improve inventory accuracy,
increase productivity within any distribution center.  Maximizing asset and resource utilization improves
profitability and positively impacts your bottom-line. Isn’t it time you upgraded your warehouse technology?

OUR CUSTOMERS SAY IT BEST
Many companies strive for supply chain excellence; few ever truly achieve it. Headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio, 
FASCOR has been helping companies solve their warehousing and distribution challenges since 1982.

FASCOR has earned the trust of hundreds of clients nationally across industries from Discreet Manufacturing,
Wholesale Distribution, Catalog/Order Fulfillment, e-Commerce and more. Don’t take our word for it. 
Just ask any of our clients. 

“We continuously look for ways to improve our service and grow our business.  FASCOR is 
who we trust to be with us every step of the way.”

VP Distribtion - RepairClinic.com

“Having dealt with some of the biggest WMS vendors in the USA makes me appreciate the 
personal attention that is available working with FASCOR. We’ve had nearly no downtime 
in my 19+ years of working with FASCOR. The accuracy of our inventory is improved since 
the installation of the FASCOR WMS, and the ease of use and training of new people to the 
system is a time-savings.”

Distribution Manager - Bryan Equipment Sales

“Ultimately FASCOR WMS proved to offer the best solution. The program is accessible 
to our complete staff, is powerful, quick to learn and easy to use. Across the board, from 
inventory control accuracy, stages, work orders, raw materials and tracking, we saw 
significant improvements throughout the manufacturing process. In addition, our more 
efficient process is resulting in better production runs with less scrap.”

VP Manufacturing - Gorilla Glue

“FASCOR understands distribution. We get complete Warehouse, Distribution and Shipping 
solutions in one system. We deal with one vendor, one Solution and not 3-4 different 
systems. FASCOR’s integrated WMS and shipping solution saves us nearly $500,000 in 
yearly freight and labor costs.” Corporate Distribution Manager - ORR Safety

ABOUT FASCOR INC. 
For over 35 years, we’ve made it our mission to provide a robust, agile and affordable 
Warehouse Management System (WMS), Transportation Management Solutions (TMS) 
and advanced analytics in real-time that are engineered to deliver tangible ROI for 
every one of our clients’ supply chains. For more information on how FASCOR’s supply 
chain execution solutions can work for you, contact us today.
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